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Abstract
Multimodality has real potential to improve interaction between computers and people. Research in the fields
of pervasive computing and ambient intelligence has resulted in multimodal interfaces that enable the
communication between technology and people to be more natural and efficient. Pervasive technologies, such
as the Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and smart phones are prime examples of where multimodal interfaces
are of benefit, however these devices are rarely used by children for educational use. With many
organisations ‘harnessing technology’ for educational and entertaining purposes, there is a growing field of
edutainment software for children. The combined use of a multimodal interface based on a PDA with an
edutainment application would allow a rich experience of collaborative learning where the task is not restricted
to a physical location provided by a traditional desktop PC. This research aims to investigate the use of a
PDA-based generic multimodal interface to facilitate children’s education. Paying particular attention to the
interaction between children and technology, this research also aims to provide guidelines for children’s
usability of mobile devices and multimodal interaction. The proposed system called AmbiLearn is a PDAbased multimodal system to enhance children’s learning. The multimodality of the system will enable the user
to use a combination of speech and pen as inputs and offer rich feedback through the use of speech, graphics
and an embodied agent. Appropriate software tools are investigated with regard to the development of
AmbiLearn. A research plan is outlined in the form of a Gantt chart and AmbiLearn is compared to similar
systems using a range of key criteria. Focusing on multimodal input and output, it is expected that AmbiLearn
will support collaborative learning and advance upon existing mobile interfaces improving interaction. In order
to test and evaluate AmbiLearn, an educational application in the form of a serious game will be developed,
e.g. a treasure hunt game/puzzles. Usability tests will be conducted with a range of children from different
schools in the primary education sector.
Keywords: PDA, HCI, Multimodal interfaces, embodied agents, spoken dialogue systems, usability, serious
games, learning environment.

1 Introduction
Ambient intelligence involves the convergence of several computing areas such as ubiquitous or pervasive
computing, intelligent systems and context awareness with the added appreciation of social interactions of
objects in the environment (Shadbolt, 2003). A key technology emerging from this field is intelligent user
interfaces, more importantly natural user interfaces. Intelligent user interfaces are multifaceted in purpose and
nature, and include capabilities for multimedia input analysis, multimedia presentation generation, and the use
of user, discourse and task models to personalize and enhance interaction (Maybury, 1998). The
advancement of spoken dialogue systems (Mc Tear, 2004; Delgado et al. 2005; Wahlster, 2006; Bernsen et
al. 1998) and multimodal interfaces (Maybury, 1993; Mc Kevitt, 1995/96; Oviatt, 2007) offer new ways of
interaction replacing the traditional keyboard and mouse. Handheld devices such as the Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA) have now faster processing, increased storage and improved interconnectivity which have
made them a universal tool for use in the education, entertainment, health and business sectors (Myers,
2003). This 100 day review report outlines a research proposal into a multimodal interface system for children
on a mobile device. Research will focus on children HCI and investigate the use of multimodalities as a way of
enhancing interaction between children and technology. Attention will be paid to the use of multimodal
communication on a mobile device to support collaborative learning with children. A multimodal system, called
AmbiLearn, will be developed combining speech and pen as inputs and graphics, embodied agents and
speech as outputs. As a testbed application an educational game will be developed, e.g. a treasure hunt
game/puzzles, which will integrate appropriate modalities to allow testing and evaluation of the system. A
Literature review is provided in section 2 and section 3 outlines the project proposal. Comparisons to relevant
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work in the field are outlined in section 4, section 5 highlights the project schedule for the proposed work and
section 6 provides a conclusion.
1.1 Objectives of the Research
The objectives of this research are to:
•
•
•
•

Investigate the means for merging multiple modalities on a mobile device (PDA)
Address the interface design and usability issues of a multimodal system for children
Consider the possible use of serious games in children’s education
Demonstrate and test the potential of a multimodal, mobile game called AmbiLearn, as an educational
tool

2 Literature review
This section provides background information and a literature review relating to the research areas.
Multimodal interfaces are outlined with a focus on spoken dialogue systems and embodied conversational
agents. The use of games in education is highlighted and literature relating to the field of Human computer
Interaction is provided.
2.1 Multimodal Interfaces
Multimodal interfaces are interfaces to a computer which allow more than one mode of interaction. More
specifically, the interaction is utilised by a combination of the natural forms of communication between two
humans. Oviatt (2007, p. 414) describes a multimodal interface as a “computational interface capable of
relatively human like sensory perception”. The notion is that a multimodal interface will use more than one of
the natural senses such as touch, taste, hearing, sight and smell. There are systems which have provided
insight into the use of combined modalities such as Bolt’s, Media Room, for natural human computer
interaction (Bolt, 1980). The Media Room contained a large projected screen and a chair with a touch
sensitive joystick on each arm. Having a combined use of speech and gesture allowed the user to say “put
that there” while pointing to the ‘object’ and ‘position’ at the time of the utterances ‘that’ and ‘there’. A more
recent example of the combined use of modalities is SmartKom (Wahlster et al. 2001). As a multimodal dialog
system SmartKom combines speech, gesture and facial expressions as well as using a friendly embodied
agent ‘Smartakus’. The SmartKom project has been a success regarding combining modalities and the
research associated has proved to be invaluable to the field of multimodal systems. As of 2006, 52 patents
concerning SmartKom technologies were filed, 59 new products released and 29 spin–off products have been
developed (Wahlster, 2006). CHAMELEON (Brøndsted et al. 2002) is an intelligent multimedia software and
hardware platform which demonstrates the combined use of multiple modalities. The IntelliMedia Workbench
(Brøndsted et al. 2001) is an application which runs on CHAMELEON and uses gestures and speech as input
and provides a laser pointer and speech as output. Using a physical table, the user can use a combination of
spoken utterances while pointing to a position on the table gaining information on the architectural and
functional layout of a campus building.
The use of multiple modalities is ideal within multi-user collaborative environments. A study on Children’s
collaborative interactions (Scott et al. 2003) suggests that sharing a physical display with multiple input
devices may improve collaboration due to a heightened awareness of the other user’s actions and intentions.
Multimodal interfaces such as KidsRoom (Bobick et al. 1998a,b) and TICLE (Tangible Interfaces for
Collaborative Learning Environments) (Scarlatos, 2002) are intended for multi-user participation supporting
collaboration. KidsRoom developed at the MIT Media Lab, is a fully automated and interactive narrative play
space for children (Bobick et al. 2000). The environment uses computer vision and speech recognition to
identify users actions and based upon these actions provides output in the form of images, video, light, sound,
music and speech. The TICLE system ‘watches’ as children work together on a Tangram puzzle (Scarlatos,
2002). TICLE uses computer vision to track the individual pieces of the puzzle. Based on the ‘state’ the puzzle
is in, TICLE provides context aware feedback through speech and a graphical display.
2.1.1 Spoken dialogue systems
Speech is the most common method of communication between two humans and is being utilised at a
growing pace in computer systems (Bernsen et al. 1998). Spoken dialogue systems contain five main
components; Speech recognition, language understanding, dialogue management, language generation and
text-to-speech synthesis (McTear, 2004). Each component individually has potential problems which causes
difficulties when using speech as an interface modality. Speech recognition is the process concerned with
speech as an input and many factors affect the technique implemented in each case. One factor includes the
use of a speech system with children. Potamianos et al. (1998) identified extraneous speech patterns and
linguistic variability within children’s speech data. A further study (Narayanan et al. 2002) outlines the
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differences in the acoustic and linguistic characteristics of speech by children compared with adults. The
analysis shows that the age-dependant characteristic of the dialog, linguistic and acoustic, highlights the
importance of developing children-specific spoken dialogue systems. Environmental conditions also affect
speech recognition particularly when the user is mobile, as factors such as music, cross talk and traffic make
it much harder for a spoken dialogue system to recognise utterances correctly (Delgado et al. 2005).
2.1.2 Embodied agents
Embodied agents are virtual representations of a person which can make communication between the human
and computer more natural and interactive. There are many potential benefits of using an embodied agent in
multimodal systems which include: grabbing the user’s attention, social interaction, naturalness and non
verbal feedback (Ortiz et al. 2007). An early example of an embodied agent is Gandalf (Thórisson, 1997).
Gandalf, applied to information on the solar system, is capable of real-time multimodal dialogue that involves
perceiving a users intention through speech, body language, manual gesture and gaze and responding with
speech, gaze, facial and hand gestures. A limitation of Gandalf was the inability to recognise and generate
propositional information, which was the motivation of the development of REA (Real Estate Agent) (Cassell
et al. 1999). REA is a full-sized agent capable of speech with intonation, facial gestures, body gestures and
posture. As a real estate salesperson, REA is aware of the functions of verbal and non-verbal conversational
behaviours thus improving interaction by helping the user remain aware of the state of the conversation
(Cassell et al. 1999). Pedagogical Agents are embodied agents designed specifically for the purpose of
teaching. The use of agents in educational software has many benefits as they can physically collaborate with
the student. Steve is a pedagogical agent used for procedural training in virtual environments (Johnson et al.
1997). With the ability to give instructions and demonstrate activities Steve maintains an episodic memory of
situations providing means to explain his actions when asked. Steve continuously monitors students’ actions
in the virtual world and so can offer context aware assistance when needed. Within the NICE (Natural
Interactive Communication for Edutainment) project (Corradini et al. 2005), an embodied conversational
character namely Hans Christian Anderson (HCA), was used to interact with children. The children could ask
HCA questions about his life, historical period and his fairy tale characters through natural language. Using
spoken language and 2D gestures, the user can follow HCA around a fairy tale land and gain context aware
information. The Persona Effect (Lester et al. 1997) was an empirical study which outlined that well crafted
lifelike agents have an exceptionally positive impact on students. Students perceived the agents as being
helpful, creditable and entertaining. Lester et al. (1997, p. 359) states, “the captivating presence of the agents
can motivate students to interact more frequently with agent-based educational software. This in turn has the
potential to produce significant cumulative increases in the quality of a child's education over periods of
months and years.”
2.2 Human Computer Interaction (HCI)
The success of any system or new technology is largely dependent on whether the user accepts it. For this
reason HCI still plays a major role in all technology related research. HCI is related to the study of interaction
between human and computers and as new technologies emerge, new interaction styles and modalities
become available. Child-Computer Interaction (CCI) (ChiCI group, 2007) is a sub field of HCI and its attention
is focussed on the interaction between children and technology. Research is this field is relatively limited
compared to that of mainstream HCI, however just as important when the user group targeted is children. As
a growing field CCI researchers share a common belief that the usability of technology for children is worth
special consideration (ChiCI group, 2007). Bruckman et al. (2007) identified several characteristics which
differ between children and adults and therefore need to be considered when developing systems for children.
These include: dexterity, speech, interaction style, reading, and background knowledge. Research has been
conducted in the field of designing technology for children and it has been proposed that children should play
an active role in the development process. Druin (2002), outlines 4 key roles a child could play to enhance the
user needs. These include: the child as a user, tester, informant and design partner. The emphasis here is
that although there are certain challenges when using the child in each role, the benefits and rich information
that can be retained outweigh the difficulties.
2.3 Games in education
A growing field of interest within education is the use of games as a method of learning. Providing a fun,
playful approach games facilitate learning in three ways: learning as a result of tasks stimulated by the content
of the games, knowledge developed through the content of the game and skills arising as a result of playing
the game (McFarlane et al. 2002). As the computer games industry grows, research is being carried out into
the use of these as an educational tool, however, the challenge lies in identifying the pedagogical features
needed to balance the ‘fun and enjoyable’ aspect of a game with the appropriate content needed to raise
understanding of a particular domain. Studies suggest that offering appropriate and adaptive feedback, the
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embedding of cognitive strategies and animated graphics which reduce task time and increase achievement,
have a positive effect on student learning (Rosas et al. 2003). A feature which contributes to the success of
games is having a clear goal (Rosas et al. 2003). Storytelling contributes to this feature by illustrating the goal
of the game through a mission statement or brief history and game plot. Larson and Peterson (1999)
developed and interactive storytelling environment where a player can choose the outcome of the story like a
game environment by choosing a certain path. The narrative features available through storytelling offer
means to provide the cognitive strategies and appropriate feedback suggested by Rosas et al. (2003).
Pervasive technologies and Augmented Reality (AR) has provided many opportunities within educational
games. Complementing the real world by proving information or allowing objects to be manipulated, AR does
not alter real world experiences, but rather enhances them. Stock et al. (2005, p. 253) state, “Augmented
reality systems generate a composite view for the user: a combination of the real scene perceived by the user
and a virtual scene generated by the computer that augments the scene with additional information”. By
augmenting real objects with pervasive devices such as radio frequency identification devices (RFID) and
embedded sensors, virtual information can be provided based on location and context. Hinske et al. (2007)
used a Playmobil Knights’ Castle toy as a platform for teaching about the Middle Ages through AR. By using a
PDA and embedded RFID technology, the Augmented Knight’s Castle provides verbal commentary, music
and visual feedback based on the child’s play. Read-It is a multimodal tangible interface to aid in children’s
reading (Weevers et al. 2004). Based upon the game ‘Memory’, a child turns a blank block over which has an
embedded sensor, the Read-It system then provides visual and auditory feedback on the spelling and
pronunciation of the virtual pictographic word associated with that block. Virtuoso (Wagner et al. 2006) is a
PDA based Art History game where players must sort a collection of artworks according to their date of
creation. Based within a museum, the PDA and embodied agent provide virtual hints and information on a
particular piece of artwork through audio and visual display. All of these examples demonstrate the potential
of games as an educational tool.

3 Project proposal
The focus of this research is to investigate the use of multimodal communication supporting collaborative
learning for children using mobile devices. Problems in spoken dialogue technology, use of embodied agents,
modality fusion and HCI limitations on PDAs will be investigated and resolved. Requirements analysis will
provide guidelines for developing an application for children and the use of multimodalities within the interface.
The overall aim is the design and development of, AmbiLearn, a PDA based multimodal system to facilitate
children’s education. The multimodality of AmbiLearn will enable the user to use a combination of speech and
pen as input and offer rich feedback through the use of speech, graphics and an embodied agent. In order to
test and evaluate AmbiLearn, an educational application in the form of a serious game will be developed, e.g.
a treasure hunt game/puzzles. Usability tests will be conducted with a range of children from different schools
in the primary education sector.
3.1 Methodologies, Software Analysis and Prospective Tools
The development of AmbiLearn may follow a Logical User-Centred Interactive Design (LUCID) methodology
(Cognetics Corporation, 2008). The LUCID methodology focuses on ease of understanding and use by
assessing user requirements and developing a look, feel and navigational flow which supports the functional
requirements of the system. The Object Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD) methodology has an emphasis
on reusability and offers stability as its approach structures the system as interacting objects with key
elements such as Information hiding, encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism. Key design issues
including Child Computer Interaction (CCI) guiding principles (ChiCi group, 2008; Druin, 2002; Bruckman et al.
2007) will be considered as well as limitations and constraints of PDA development.
Prospective software tools are being investigated with regard to the development of the project. These include
the use of toolkits and platforms in aiding the development of spoken dialogue systems, multimodal systems,
embodied agents and fusion of the different modalities. The CSLU Toolkit is a comprehensive suite of tools to
enable exploration, learning, and research into speech and human-computer interaction (CSLU, 2004).
Developed at the Centre for Spoken Language Understanding (CSLU) at the Oregon Graduate Institute of
Science and Technology, the toolkit provides core technologies for speech recognition and text-to-speech
synthesis, as well as a graphically-based authoring environment for designing and implementing spoken
dialogue systems (McTear, 1999). Microsoft’s .Net Speech SDK offers developers powerful APIs and tools to
build their own speech-enabled applications using the Speech Server Developer tools for Visual Studio 2005
(Microsoft, 2008). XFace is an MPEG-4 based open source toolkit for 3D Facial Animation. This toolkit offers
a platform independent suite of components including an XFace library, XFace Editor and an XFace Player
(Balci, 2004). Microsoft Agent is a tool which can be used to develop agents. Speech is generated using a
TTS engine and is compatible with windows applications and development within Visual Studio (Microsoft
Agent, 2008). COLLAGEN (for COLLaborative AGENt) is Java Middleware for building collaborative interface
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agents (Cassell et al. 2001). Developed at the MIT Media Lab, COLLAGEN aids in the development of agents
which both communicate with and observe the actions of the user (Rich et al. 1998). Psyclone is a platform
which bridges platforms and programming languages. Based on modularity principles inherited from the CDM
(Constructivist Design Methodology), Psyclone simplifies the design of and implementation of systems with
many components that interact in complex ways. Psyclone incorporates OpenAIR, which is an information
and exchange and routing specification. OpenAIR allows flexible component interaction as it provides a
language-independent messaging format and a network-independent routing protocol (Thórisson, 2007;
Mindmakers, 2007). Webtops such as Glide, Nivido, eyeOS and g.ho.st support collaboration by proving file
storage, sharing and access online (Miller, 2008). As AmbiLearn will be deployed on a PDA the features such
as memory and processor power will be important in deciding which PDA is best suited. Table 3.1 shows a
comparison of features of the leading PDA’s.

Product

Operating system

Internal
memory
64 MB

Display
resolution
320 x 240

Touch
screen
yes

Processor
speed
624 MHZ

Battery

HP iPAQ 114 Handheld
computer

Windows Mobile 6
Classic

Palm Tungsten TE2
Handheld Computer
PALM ONE TX Handheld
Computer
HP iPAQ 214 Enterprise

Palm OS v5

32 MB

320 x 320

yes

200 MHZ

Palm OS V5.4

128MB

320x480

yes

312MHZ

Lithium
polymer
Li - ion

164 MB

640x480

yes

624 MHZ

Li -ion

Windows mobile 6

Li -ion

Table 3.1 PDA feature comparison

4 Comparison to other work
Table A.1 in Appendix A compares the proposed system AmbiLearn with existing multimodal learning
) or (
) for
environments. The table provides features of existing systems and highlights with the use of (
features which the corresponding system has, or does not have, respectively. Table A.1 shows that the use of
Speech as an input modality is widely available in desktop applications with most supported by an embodied
agent. The development of AmbiLearn aims to follow this trend and based on a PDA it is envisioned that
AmbiLearn will be extended to mobile environments. AmbiLearn improves upon these existing systems by
supporting collaborative learning indirectly thought the use of a game. With emphasis on multimodal input and
output it is expected that AmbiLearn will advance upon existing mobile interfaces improving interaction.

5 Project Schedule
Appendix B, Table B.1 provides a Gantt chart outlining the plan of proposed work for the duration of this
project. The deliverables of the project include a confirmation report and presentation scheduled for June,
rd
2009. A poster will be presented at the research dinner in April, 2010 and there is a 3 year presentation in
January, 2011 at the graduate school research conference. The final thesis will be completed and due for
submission in September, 2011. Throughout the project, background literature will be investigated and
activities involving the development and testing of AmbiLearn carried out. Expected submissions to
conferences such as the International Symposium of Electronic Arts (ISEA, 2009) and the Irish Conference on
Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Science (AICS-09) are noted.

6 Conclusion
This research aims to advance knowledge on the use of multimodal mobile games within children’s education,
multimodal interfaces on mobile devices and collaborative learning through mobile devices. A review of
multimodal interfaces, HCI and the use of games in education has provided background knowledge of this
research. Further investigation will be conducted into each of the modalities of AmbiLearn and suitable means
for integrating them investigated. Prospective software tools have been outlined which may aid in developing
AmbiLearn and problems in child centred design have been discussed. An educational game, possibly
treasure hunt/puzzles, will be designed and developed to test AmbiLearn. The testing will include field work
with a selection of primary school children to identify the usability of multiple modalities on a mobile device as
well as the pedagogical effect it will have in this specified educational domain.
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Appendix A: Comparison of Multimodal educational systems
System

Year

Device

Input Modality

Output modality

Desktop
PC

PDA

Speech

Touch

visual

Speech

Graphics

Text

Embodied
Agent

Support
collaboration

Educational
Domain

Solar system
Virtual Procedural
Training
Imaginative Story
Telling
Story Telling
Tangram Puzzle
Reading and
Language
Life and Works of
Hans Christian
Anderson
Art History
History (Middle
Ages)

Gandalf
Steve

1997
1997































KidsRoom

1998





















Storyteller
TICLE
Read-It

1999
2002
2004









































NICE

2005





















Virtuoso
Augmented
Knights Castle

2006
2007































AmbiLearn

2011





















Table A.1 Comparison of Multimodal educational systems
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Treasure Hunt /
Puzzles

Appendix B: Proposed Research Schedule
Activities
Submissions
Deliverables

Research Activities

2008
Oct-Dec

2009
Jan-Mar

Apr-Jun

Jul-Sep

2010
Oct-Dec

Jan-Mar

Apr-Jun

Perform literature review
100 Day Review and VIVA
Develop AmbiLearn
Confirmation report
ISEA 2009 conference
AICS 2009 conference
nd
2 Year Poster
Test and Evaluate AmbiLearn
rd
3 Year Presentation
Thesis write up
Submit Thesis
Table B.1 Proposed research schedule
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Jul-Sep

2011
Oct-Dec

Jan-Mar

Apr-Jun

Jul-Sep

